Varsity Dance A Success.

Decoration Make Artistic Appearance With Lighting Effects.

With the hall beautifully decorated by members of the S.H.A. - F. Club, there was an appreciable crowd of guests and friends to be on hand. The orchestra entered the smart pulpit and the music of the first period was heard by all. A special lighting effect was made during the performance and the audience was enchanted by the new decoration which included a large, dark blue curtain with a gold border. The effect was very pleasing and the guests were very complimentary about it.

Mr. J. M. Johnston
Former Carpenter Teacher is Visiting (New Year's Day.

Mr. Johnston was a visitor during the week and attended the meetings of the students. He was very pleased with the progress that was being made and the enthusiasm with which the students were working. He was very pleased with the opportunity that was being given to the students to get practical experience and he was very pleased with the facilities that were being provided.

Former Polyite Known as "Percy" Joins U. S. Navy.

One of the faculty members released the news that Mr. Percival was entering the service. He was very pleased with the news and wished him well. He also wished him good luck and hoped that he would come back safe and sound.

Public Speaking Busy Department.

Miss Kreamer Well Fitted To Teach Gregg's Textbook.

Miss Kreamer, a recent graduate of the University, is studying for a position in the Gregg Textbook Department. She is well fitted for the position and is expected to do a good job.

Press Club Plans Party And Trip.

Pen and Print Shop Hounds To Visit Los Angeles.

Meeting in Room G at 4 p.m. on Monday, January 23, members of the Press Club made plans for the future. The meeting was attended by all members and plans were made for the future. The club plans to visit Los Angeles on January 30 and to attend the meeting of the California Press Club. The club plans to visit Los Angeles on January 30 and to attend the meeting of the California Press Club.

Kensington Meeting in Aeronautics Shop.

Mr. Charles Stirkzer was the host of the Kensington meeting on January 24. The meeting was held in the Aeronautics Shop of the Polytechnic Institute and was attended by all members.

Orators To Try

Seven Prizes Are Offered for Cash Awards

The Polytechnic Institute is offering seven prizes for cash awards. The prizes are as follows: first, $100; second, $50; third, $25; fourth, $15; fifth, $10; sixth, $5; seventh, $2. The prizes are open to all members of the Polytechnic Institute and the competition is open to all members of the Polytechnic Institute.

We hope to see you at the meeting on January 30 and to attend the meeting of the California Press Club.

Welcome Home Ham

The California Polytechnic Institute has come back (Little 17) Ham Smith has returned to the Cal Poly. Little 17 was the name of the ham that was bought for the Polytechnic Institute.

Ham Smith was bought for the Polytechnic Institute and was going to be used for the Polytechnic Institute. He was very pleased with the news and wished him good luck and hoped that he would come back safe and sound.

AERO STUDENTS, TOWN MEN UNITE TO FURTHER AVIATION INTERESTS

Poly Students Take Action To Help Plans for National Air-Meet For City of San Luis Obispo.

Discussions as to the organization of an Aero Club for San Luis Obispo have been in the minds of many Polytechnic Institute students. It came to a trinity on Monday evening, January 31, when the Polytechnic Institute students met in the Civil Auditorium of the Polytechnic Institute.

The students were very pleased with the news and wished him good luck and hoped that he would come back safe and sound.
IT'S COMING fellows and is coming soon. It will very shortly be upon us.

IT'S TIME, trackmen, to start your training. Watch your eats and all means cut out the smoking.

Lunchroom:研究出你和我都选的脖子口和嘴的部位，你和我都是选的脖子口和嘴的部位

hit or shall it not? Shall the new Gymnasium be left open on Sunday? Thursday is a great question confronting the authorities. The sides are neither side, but will bring forth a few arguments which will tax your mentality.

IF THE Gym is left open, it will afford a wonderful place to place the day, mix with fellow students, and have the body as well and make the mind alert and may grow into athletic clubs. The Gym is being built for us, so we have a right good chance. Charles Eines only to be humed for show fare, for some academic student who has stood ahead in the past. Mr. Eines is assistant of "show." LAST week there were three thousand lazy-chicks shipped to the Philippines. It is thought that there are about four different Ags. If he luck overtake them, these so-called dirty Ags will clear approximately fifty dollars a month for three months, more than some students during the entire summer. We ONLY ask you to investigate the farm more closely and then decide whether or not the Ags are such a dumb lot as they had figured to be.
VARSITY CAGERS VS. S. B. S. TONIGHT

Rivals To Battle Again At Santa Barbara This

The basketball varsity in Santa Barbara expects to meet the powers of the Pacific Coast. One time winners of the district, the Santa Barbara team hopes to hold on to its championship standing.

The basketball varsity in Santa Barbara expects to meet the powers of the Pacific Coast. One time winners of the district, the Santa Barbara team hopes to hold on to its championship standing.

Varick's fine outside work will be the key to the victory. Varick's fine outside work will be the key to the victory.

... D. J. Stein...